Instructions for Radiological Case Reports

Anleitung zum Schreiben eines radiologischen Fallberichts
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Introduction
The purpose of a clinical case report is to publish new insights acquired on the basis of an individual medical case. It is a detailed description of observations and measures related to a single patient. The report describes an unusual case and its clinical picture, course, diagnosis, and treatment [1]. Important observations that are overlooked or not recorded in clinical studies can be made based on case reports. These observations can contain insights that expand our medical knowledge or act as an impetus for future research.

Materials and Methods
The current literature and the author’s experience as a writer were used to create a manual that describes steps for preparing a radiological case report containing all of the important ingredients for effective communication.

Results
Case reports are the first line of evidence in documenting clinical observations in the literature. A case report should be written succinctly and consists of four structured main sections: introduction, description of the case, discussion and conclusion. Its structure follows the structure of an original research article, whereby the description of the case of the case report corresponds to the materials and methods section of the research article. The introduction provides the subject and merit of the case report with respect to the published literature. The case description presents the case in detail and chronological order to allow for plausibility. The discussion compares the case with the published literature and summarizes the essential features. A case report, like an original article, must provide a justified conclusion. The conclusion should be brief and be applicable to clinical practice.

Conclusion
The unique quality of the case, proper preparation and a clear conclusion are essential for a case report to be published.

Key Points:
- Case reports are the first line of evidence in documenting clinical observations in the literature
- The structure of a case report structure follows the structure of an original research article
- The unique quality of the case, proper preparation and a clear conclusion are essential for a case report to be published.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Ziel Basierend auf der aktuellen Literatur und der Erfahrung des Autors wird eine Anleitung zum Verfassen eines strukturierten Fallberichts gegeben.


Schlussfolgerungen Die Einzigartigkeit des Falles, eine sorgfältige und strukturierte Präsentation, sowie eine klare Schlussfolgerung sind entscheidend für die erfolgreiche Publikation.
for new research [2, 3]. In fact, many medical innovations and developments come from case reports, such as in the case of the first heart transplantation [4].

Observation of a rare disease or an unusual clinical picture of a common disease is the first requirement for creating and successful publishing a case report. Case reports with compelling figures in the form of photos or radiological images are particularly suitable for successful publication [5]. However, a radiological case report should not be used simply to present a particularly impressive image but rather must clearly communicate which medical insights and conclusions can be gained from the case.

Nonetheless, the majority of radiological case reports submitted for publication lack a clear conclusion. Moreover, many submitted case reports contain technical and editorial errors [6]. As a result, interesting but poorly written case reports are rejected by peer-reviewed journals [3]. In summary, the uniqueness of the case, a careful and structured presentation, and a clear conclusion are essential for successful publication [3, 7]. The present study is intended to provide instructions for writing clearly structured radiological case reports.

Structure of a radiological case report

Every case report employs a systematic format which follows the same basic structure as all scientific publications:

1. Title
2. Abstract (RöFo: not required)
3. Introduction
4. Description of the case (= materials and methods)
5. Discussion
6. Conclusion (RöFo: core statements)
7. References (RöFo: in-text citations)
8. Figures

Of course, this basic structure can vary from journal to journal. Therefore, it is necessary to become acquainted with the guidelines of the journal to which you intend to submit your case report and structure your manuscript accordingly. The most important elements of a case report are the description of the case, discussion and conclusion [5]. Together with the introduction these elements form the core of a case report and each of these sections must contain the correct content according to its function in the report. Compelling figures illustrate the most important information and improve the understandability of a case report [2].

The structure of a case report does indeed correspond exactly to the structure of an original research article [8, 9] with the description of the case report corresponding to the materials and methods section of an original article. This parallel shows that a case report, just as an original article, must include a clear conclusion.

What should be written down and when?

Before beginning to write, it is important to clearly define the insights gained from the case. What is special about the case? What can be learned from the case? Which concrete conclusions can be drawn?

Begin with a comprehensive search of the literature. It is important to identify and analyze all relevant articles [5]. Has your case already been described in the literature? If yes, your own case report should only be written if you can show relevant differences with respect to the previously published case reports resulting in an additional gain in information and a unique conclusion.

It is recommended to formulate a working title based on the presented case and the conclusion. This provides the central theme for the entire manuscript [8]. Next, it is advisable to present figures since these play a central role in radiological case reports and also define the central theme for the manuscript. Write a summarizing legend for each figure. If the working title and the figures with their legends provide a central theme leading to a conclusion, it is time to write the case report [10].

It is easiest to begin with the description of the case. This section requires the clinical information and prepared figures that define the central theme [10]. The introduction can then be written. Introduce your case with literature references that are as current as possible to emphasize the relevance of the presented case. Now the discussion can be written to connect the description of the case to the introduction.

The abstract, which serves as a synopsis of the entire manuscript, is then written. A final title providing the best possible description of the case report can be formulated in the last step. Case reports should be as short as possible. RöFo allows a maximum of 6000 characters for a case report [11]. A short, precise, and concise article can be achieved by repeatedly revising a manuscript [8]. Moreover, repeated revisions improve readability and understandability.

**Recommendations regarding the structure of the individual sections**

The following explains the purpose and structure of each individual section of a radiological case report. ▶ Table 1 provides an overview in the form of a checklist. The sequence of the explanations corresponds to the chronological sequence of the sections in the case report, not to the sequence in which these sections should be written.

**1. Title**

The title should be a concise summary of the case and arouse the interest of readers [7, 8]. It must clearly indicate that the article is a case report. "Case report" or 'case study' should ideally appear in the title [6]. All relevant features of the case must be specified: The disease, its clinical uniqueness or new clinical aspect, and, in the case of a radiological case report, the imaging method. Combining two sentences with a colon strengthens the statement while allowing short formulations, for example: 'Medial fracture of the femoral neck in Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome: CT angiography essential for treatment' [12]. The central role of imaging is highlighted in this example. Alternatively, a concise, positive statement regarding the most important result can...
be formulated, for example: “Successful fluoroscopy-guided placement of a percutaneous gastrostomy tube in a stomach having previously undergone Billroth II” [13]. Such formulations are memorable and capture the attention of readers.

### 2. Abstract

The abstract is a brief structured synopsis of the case report. Such an abstract is not required for RöFo [11] but is required in numerous other journals. The abstract determines whether a case report can be found via PubMed or other search engines. Moreover, it allows readers to determine whether they want to read the entire case report [14]. Therefore, the originality and relevance of the case report should be described in a concise manner in the abstract.

The abstract should be short [2]. It is usually limited to 150 to 250 words. The abstract should contain a condensed version of the same sections as the main text: Introduction, description of the case, discussion, and conclusion. Depending on the requirements of the particular journal, the abstract is divided into these four sections or is comprised of a single coherent paragraph.

At any rate, it should include one or two sentences that introduce the case followed by a short description of the case and one or two sentences discussing the case. The abstract ends with a conclusion.

| Table 1 Checklist: Order, purpose, and content of the individual sections of a radiological case report. |
|---|---|---|
| section | purpose and content | completed |
| Title: | the title provides an accurate and succinct summary of the case | □ |
| | ▪ special feature of the disease | □ |
| | ▪ role of imaging | □ |
| Abstract: | the abstract highlights the originality and relevance of the case | □ |
| | ▪ structured: Introduction, description of the case, discussion, conclusion | □ |
| | ▪ concise synopsis of the case | □ |
| Introduction: | the introduction describes the reason for the creation of the case report | □ |
| | ▪ background information that is relevant for understanding the case | □ |
| | ▪ presentation of the relevant literature | □ |
| Description of the case: | the description of the case accurately describes the case | □ |
| | ▪ sufficient details for clear plausibility and comparability | □ |
| | ▪ chronological | □ |
| | ▪ objective | □ |
| Discussion: | the discussion addresses the special features of the case | □ |
| | ▪ concrete new insights and therapeutic consequences | □ |
| | ▪ comparison to previously published literature | □ |
| | ▪ applicability to the clinical routine | □ |
| | ▪ alternative imaging modalities | □ |
| | ▪ differential diagnoses | □ |
| | ▪ limitations | □ |
| Conclusion: | the conclusion should be applicable to clinical practice | □ |
| | ▪ sound, substantiated by literature discussed above | □ |
| | ▪ concise, clear, and plausible | □ |
| References: | references are relevant and current | □ |
| Figures: | the figures are compelling and best illustrate the case | □ |
| | ▪ can be understood without the main document | □ |
| | ▪ highlighting of relevant findings | □ |
| | ▪ complete legends | □ |
| General information: | the case report is short and concise | □ |
| | ▪ finalized by careful and repeated revision | □ |
| | ▪ clear structure and chronological presentation | □ |
| | ▪ compliance with the requirements of the journal | □ |
3. Introduction

The introduction describes the reason for the creation of the case report. As a rule, it should be limited to one paragraph.

The introduction provides the necessary background information to put the presented and discussed case in the right context. The relevance of the case is established on the basis of the current published case reports. The diagnostic or interventional problem with respect to the disease in question can be illuminated here. Indicate how the subsequently presented case will expand current knowledge. However, do not discuss significant details as to how your case differs from the previously published case reports. This is first addressed in the discussion section. The presented patient case is then briefly summarized in one sentence, for example: "We report on a patient with...". This allows a transition to the next section, i.e., the actual description of the case.

4. Description of the case

The description of the case is an integral part of the case report and provides the actual description of the case. The course of the disease and the management of patient treatment should be objectively described here. The description of the case must be written in chronological order. All necessary details must be described in order to allow plausibility. This allows the reader to objectively assess the significance of the case report [3]. This section is typically comprised of three paragraphs.

Patient-specific data such as age, sex, relevant preexisting conditions, and lab values (including standard ranges), and other relevant clinical parameters are described in the first paragraph. Providing this data makes it possible to compare to other cases with the same clinical picture. Only data that is relevant for the case is necessary.

The actual disease and its clinical picture, course, diagnosis, and treatment are described in the second paragraph. Figures as well as technical imaging information are included in this section. At what point in the disease was diagnostic or interventional imaging performed? Which imaging modality was used? This includes an exact description of the examination technique, e.g. use of contrast agent or the type of MRI sequences. In the case of interventional procedures, all instruments that were used, such as catheters, guide wires, stents, or embolization materials, must be clearly identifiable [13]. Objectively describe how the imaging method that was used influenced the course of the disease. However, the role of imaging should not be discussed or evaluated here. Interpretation is performed in the following discussion.

The last paragraph of the description of the case discusses the further course of the disease, whether the patient was able to be successfully treated, and the health of the patient at the time of the creation of the case report.

5. Discussion

The discussion section is the most important section of the case report. The case is described, discussed, and commented on here. Above all, the special features of the presented case should be described and compared to the previously published study results and case reports. Moreover, the newly acquired insights should be given particular emphasis and their potential transferability to the clinical routine should be discussed [2, 3]. The discussion section should focus on your own case. Avoid circuitous discussions of other sources. The discussion should be limited to three to five paragraphs.

Begin with a short summary of your own case. Then compare the special features of your case to the literature cited in the introduction. Contradictions should be pointed out and discussed. These observations may be the most interesting results. Reviewers and editors must be convinced of the uniqueness of your case at this point.

In a radiological case report, the role of imaging must be discussed. In particular, the influence of the diagnostic method or intervention on the disease should be determined. Moreover, the advantages and disadvantages of potential alternative imaging modalities, e.g. the use of MRI instead of CT, should be discussed. The radiological findings should also be examined. Which differential diagnoses need to be considered in the case of the determined diagnoses?

The determination of the most important new radiological and medical insights is of utmost importance for the quality and relevance of a case report. Describe how the case affected your clinical routine and patient care. If, for example, a method was implemented in your own department based on the new insights, this should be documented here. However, due to the unique constellation of each case report, the newly acquired insights should not be generalized. Therefore, support your statements with citations from the literature and avoid overestimation of your observations [3].

Moreover, the limitations of a case report must always be discussed in the following [15]. An important and common limitation is typically the retrospective data acquisition. Specification and critical discussion of these and other limitations demonstrate that the subsequent conclusion can be made objectively and impartially.

The uniqueness and the essence of the case report are summarized in the final paragraph. This allows transition to the last section, i.e., the conclusion.

6. Conclusion

Formulate a sound and concrete conclusion that is based on the insights provided in the discussion and relates to the introduction [3]. The conclusion should be applicable to clinical practice. This section should not exceed one paragraph and should be limited to three or four key statements [2]. Such a conclusion is not required for RöFo. Instead three bulleted key points at the end of the article are required as an equivalent [11].

7. References

Cite the most relevant literature including historically significant publications ("seminal papers") and current publications to emphasize the currentness and relevance of your own case report [16, 17]. The identification and referencing of current publications is of particular importance since radiology is characterized by rapid technical progress.
Literature from journals with peer-review procedures should be cited as sources. The number of references in radiological case reports should be limited to 5 – 10. A maximum of 5 references is allowed in RoFo and these are integrated as in-text citations [11]. Format the literature citations according to the requirements of the journal. The use of a reference management program, e.g. Endnote®, facilitates creation of the list of references.

8. Figures
Radiological images and other figures illustrate the case report. Select the radiological examination images that best illustrate the disease and its radiological features. Highlight relevant findings by selecting a certain image section. The figures should have excellent quality, be in the format required by the journal (e.g. JPEG or TIFF), and be high resolution (e.g. 300 or 600 dpi) [18]. RoFo allows a maximum of 4 individual images or tables [11].

Each image should include a complete legend. Each one should begin with a sentence that summarizes the content of the figure. The legend must include the following features of the imaging method that was used: 1) Type of imaging method: conventional X-ray, MRI or CT; 2) Use of contrast agent; 3) Orientation of imaging: axial, coronal, sagittal; 4) In the case of MRI: specification of the MRI sequence; 5) In the case of CT: specification of the window setting (specification of Hounsfield units if applicable); 6) In the case of PET/CT: specification of the tracer with full length, e.g. [18F]FDG instead of just FDG. Arrows can be used to emphasize details and important findings.

Every image together with its legend should be able to stand on its own. The content of the figure legends is not repeated in the main text of the description of the case. Instead use the information in the figures to support the statements made in the main text.

Conclusion
Case reports are a valuable source of new and unexpected clinical information in medical literature. The uniqueness of the case, a careful and structured presentation, and a clear conclusion are essential for the successful publication of your own case report.
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